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is a stunning grid-based joomla template that tells a story through imagery. The template creates a truly

engaging experience by saturating the screen with your beautiful photos. You can easily customize the

typography and the colors of each element of the layout, like navigation menu, footer, links, text,

background and so on. Create custom galleries by selecting specific categories such as your portfolio,

blog, Instagram and Flickr to create either all-in-one galleries or a category specific gallery. The template

is also responsive, meaning it will look and work great on mobile or tablet devices as well. If you are an

artist looking to showcase your latest work, or if you are a blogger looking to give your visitors a fun new

way to browse your latest posts, then ZT Ence is great choice for you! ZT Ence is built in with 2 preset

styles: dark and light so can be used for any type of website. With the color schemes, you can easy to

build unlimited preset styles. ZT Ence comes with lots of built-in functionality which includes powerful

admin panel (allowing you to set any color to elements such as backgrounds, links, text, menu links, etc),

responsive slideshow, RTL language, Mega Menus, tons of shortcodes, K2 CCK supported and much

more For getting support, you have to create a thread at Single Template Licensed Post your questions in

the Comment box, we wont answer it. Compatibility: compatible with Joomla 1.6, 1.7 and Joomla 2.5

Joomla Templates features ZT Ence userguide Powerful admin control panel Built-in 2 preset style Easy

to make new skin/style for your shop in the admin panel without knowledge of coding Responsive web

design: show up great on both Mac, Windows, iPad, Tablets, iPhones, Android and windows phones
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Tons of Shortcodes We carefully handcrafted this joomla template with a strong focus on typography,

usability and overall user-experience. ZT News 4 delivers the shortcodes you need in spades, letting you

quickly and easily put together great content and sharp layouts. Support K2 CCK Extensions 32 Module

positions supported Mega Menus and SuckerFish menus supported Right To Left (RTL) Language

supported Advanced Slider: easy to manage (add/remove) images in the back-end Integrated Google

Fonts Back to top button Background patterns and color chooser Delivered with source Adobe .PSD files

Delivered with QuickStart Package 100 Tableless design. 100 CSS/DIV compliance. Well-comment CSS

and PHP code files Cross Browser Support (IE 8+, Safari, Mozilla Firefox, Opera 9+)
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